


•  BBC’s audiences 
•  Navigate
•  Wealth of content
•  to Find
•  Relevant 
•  in the Mobile space
•  1 service
•  4 screens
•  10 products
•  Native App vs. Web

The 
Brief 

•   Search

•   Discovery

•   Technology

•   Behaviour

•   People

•   Participation 

Our 
Understanding  



Source: BBC 

“Digital  
Participation is now 
very much 
mainstream. It is not 
the pursuit of only 
the digitally savvy.”  

Holly Goodier - BBC 



British On-line Population: 

Source: BBC 

Participation is now the rule 



Insight:
if participation is a choice, how can 
we inspire people so they choose 
to participate?  



The Idea: 

Create a portal that 
accesses all BBC’s    
existing content. 

With a beautiful User 
Interface and seamless 
navigation experience. 

It is possible to connect 
other content that is         
not online yet. 

All 

content 
Mobile 
content 



The Solution: 



Multiple navigations  
Multiple experiences 

The user experience today: 



One navigation  
One experience 

Our Recommendation: 



The technologies behind it: 



User Experience & Interface 



News Sports CBBC
TV& 

iPlayer
Radio & 
Music K&L

Fun

Tags

Giraffes

CBeebes

Tagging technology 



As you use, it learns about your taste  

Tailored recommendations are pushed 
by algorithm

New releases can be advertised to the 
right audience more effectively  

Recommendation System 



Broadcast recognition 
Technology 

“Yes, it is possible to use Google 
Goggles technology to scan TV 
content. And it is also possible to 
do it by sound recognition.” 

Google



Source: Nielsen USA 

Second screen
Technology 

Three out of ten 
phones and tablets 
being used while 
watching TV are 
looking into info 
related to the TV 
program  



The Opportunities 

Live 
Participation  Promotions  Rewards 



Scanning and participation will drive usage 

Usage will trigger the recommendation system 

New content is pushed and discovered 

The Strategy 



Deliver one single entry method for all content 
(Video, Audio, Text) 

Offer a seamless experience that helps people to search, 
navigate and discover content 

Makes fun so audience will engage earlier and stay longer 

Offer the right content to the right “family” 

Powerful data analytics about mobile audience behaviour 

The Results for the BBC 



Fun. Smart. Simple.
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